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From the boss’s desk
How's your year been?
I suspect like all of us here at Innovation you are
wondering where the last 12 months went to and,
in such break neck record time!
We will soon be bombarded with TV programmes
showing us everything that has happened in the
last 12 months which makes you even more
amazed at the year we have just had! There will be
the good, the bad and the downright ridiculous not
to mention cats doing an assortment of unlikely
things and people both less talented and less
intelligent than the cats doing even more
ridiculous things.
The senselessness of and the pictures of the
seemingly never ending unrest and violence in the
middle east makes us wonder what on earth can
make it stop, soon. And whether, for all his preelection rhetoric, is the new leader of the free
world, Donald Trump {or the Angry Apricot as
English comedian Bill Bailey referred to him in his
Perth concert recently} going to solve things or
make it all ten times worse. The collective world is
holding its' breath and crossing it's fingers on this
one I feel.
And then there was that other vote ---I feel a bit
sorry for Theresa May in charge of the whole Brexit
circus which must be a bit difficult for her as she
voted to stay in! She may need to channel the
other Theresa, mother Theresa to try for some
divine intervention to sort out this small dilemma.
Was it that it was {allegedly} such a foregone
conclusion that loads of people just didn't bother
to vote or did they simply not think further than
their own individual circumstances? Bit like the
whole Angry Apricot saga or are we all just totally
fed up with the status quo as they don't seem to
be achieving very much at all whichever side your
political toast is buttered.
And the violence at home, criminal and domestic
and in so many cases drug fuelled, what is that all
about? Is it just me or are most people just at a
loss to understand any of this. I just don't
understand anymore what people want out of life

and why they think they are entitled to so much
and that anything that is wrong needs to be fixed
by 'The Government'
And why are top sport's personalities so grumpy
and dissatisfied? Why can't they just be happy with
the amazing talent they have been given the large
amounts of money they 'earn' and stop behaving
like spoilt brats or resorting to some other way to
get their 'highs'
And I am sad at the number of entertainment
people that we have lost this year many of them
people I shared my adolescent years and beyond
with and I find myself checking their ages and
comparing, 5 years younger than me, 10 years
older almost exactly the same , too scary to dwell
on. And next you start checking for suspected
symptoms of whatever illness has taken some of
them from us at a far too young age and make yet
another list of vows to work less, eat better, drink
less, exercise more, stop stressing, have a regular
check up and generally be a better person! And
then I remember my Dad made it to 95yrs and his
mum to about the same and I reckon I am good for
some years yet, especially if I eat better, exercise
more etc. etc. etc. see above.
So, that was the year and where is Innovation at
the end of it? Well we have settled into our new
routine and, No, I don't miss Subiaco and from
what I have seen happening there since we left this
was our best move! We have been busy and our
talented sewing team have been working really flat
out producing some amazing work for many
existing clients and lots of new ones too. The range
of product available now to expose our clients too
is vast and covers all tastes, styles and price ranges.
Not only is this selection in fabrics but also with
blinds as well and as always the main consideration
always is to get the right product for your needs.
So if you need us in 2017 we will still be here and
all of you out there thinking of downsizing ,
renovating or relocating you better get your skates
on, dad made it to 95yr as I said but he stopped
working at about 80yrs so time is running out!

Trends for the New Year
In so many of the contemporary homes we are working on the windows are really large and therefore the
window treatments can become quite dominant if not chosen carefully. Most of these clients want the
curtains and/or blinds to be functional but just blend in with the room and compliment the rest of the
furnishings leaving plenty of scope for interesting accent pieces in the shape of cushions, bedding,
headboards, individual small furniture pieces such as an ottoman or small chair covered in a gorgeous fabric.
The best news is that those large windows that take quite a lot of fabric can now be furnished from a range
of amazingly well priced fabrics as our suppliers finally get their heads round our clients' needs. There are
lots of great textured sheers that soften the largest spaces and also help with the acoustics in rooms that are
primarily full of hard surfaces like timber, tiles, marble etc. You can have the daytime privacy you need and
also cut out the glare as well as close off when needed with the addition of blockout linings or blinds. And
ask us about motorisation of tracks and blinds as this has become much more affordable and so easy if we
can do at the time of construction. We will happily meet with the builder/ and sort out the details for you.

Bold Colours ... take the plunge
At last – lots of bold colours so take
the plunge, be brave and let your
{and our} imagination run riot!
Bold florals for great accents,
checkout Warwick's Floranova and
if you are feeling really adventurous
James Dunlop's Amazon Collection
is just absolutely stunning! Also
they have two great upholstery
ranges Spice Islands and Native that
will put some life into the plainest
sofas and chairs.
We now have the best selection of outdoor fabrics with all the advantages of being easy care, non fade and
resistant to chlorine and generally long lasting. So if your outdoor setting needs an upgrade come in and see
the range. Now this is not a cheap exercise I know but most of the settings on the market have very boring
beige/grey covers that don't last as they are not outdoor quality and in most cases the foam is pretty
ordinary too! Once you get good foam and proper stunning covers they will last for years with minimum
care – so, please don't put the old setting out on the verge and repeat the mistake with a new one just the
same. Let us turn your tired outdoor setting into something spectacular.
Call in and see us soon.

STOP PRESS – URGENT NOTE FOR YOUR DIARY !
Tuesday 17th January. 9 am.
Early Birds only Warehouse Clearance
14 Kembla Way Willetton 6155
Tel 94575522
WE HAVE BEEN SORTING AND CLEARING AND RE-ORGANISING
AND HAVE COME UP WITH A
WHOLE HEAP OF AMAZING BARGAINS FOR YOU.
Selected furnishing trimmings, cords and
fringes just $2.50 per metre All other
trimmings half price. Tiebacks from $5.00
per pair. Short ends of silk just $10 per
metre, loads of remnants, silk, cottons, and
upholstery. Rolls and part rolls of
wallpaper. A few rugs from $100.00 each.

Some decorator pieces, and a few items of furniture including a couple
of stunning chairs.
Some ready made and ex display curtains, all made in our own workroom.
Stunning cushion covers, Christmas decorations, table cloths and napkins
scented candles and we're still searching and sorting.

You are invited to come in before the ad. is in the local paper
and have the pick of the bargains but be early as there is
limited stock of everything.

Here comes Christmas, I love it to bits!
Can't believe some say it gives them the whoops!
I'm a last minute shopper, calm, rational, not afraid
Well when there's no time decisions get made
It always works out everyone gets a gift
Occasionally you see on a face that they're miffed
But when opening that gift that leaves you quite cold
Remember we're all harder to buy for now we are old!
To be honest we all have everything that we need
So before you rush out to do the great Christmas deed
No more undies, strange food or exotic booze
A gift card is fine so we can go out and choose
Better still think of those who are struggling a bit
A few dollars, a hamper would be a good fit
So we hope that your Christmas is merry and bright
You may want to party well into the night
But think of the people that you hold really dear
And stay safe so they, like us, get to see you next year.
Wishing you all a very Happy Christmas and an interesting 2017.
Karen Kurt and the Innovation Team. Christmas 2016.
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